In the name of God, The Gracious, Ever Merciful !
Akram Khalid Sahib of Harrisburg, USA,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
Kindly, make sure when you publish this book (as you have promised several times
)of "Yawa ghoian" (irrelevent emails) of Wasti Ji, kindly make sure to add my following
entire email in it and complete answers of these simple questions I asked you over a
dozen times but you and people like you miserably failed to answer my question ever.
Also make sure you write in this book that you (followers of Mehmoodiyyat) have
rejected that God WHO used to communicate with Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as), you also
have rejected Ahadith e Nabwi (sw) and you also have rejected countless verses of
Quran e Kareem where Allah Taala has said that Mursaleen will continue coming till
the day of judgement. Kindly also write in this book that we have cheated with
Alwasiyyat Of Hazrat Haqam Adl (as) and we accepted Mian Mehmood as musleh
Maud totally against the Promises and words of Allah Taala (Ilhamaat of Hazrat Imam
Mehdi (as) and sunnat Ullah in Quran and even against the common sense that Allah
Taala never said something wrong or useless. But after the birth of Mian Mehmood
sahib Allah Taala has promised eleven times that He (swt) will give this Zaki Ghulam
and Masih in future and this same God (swt) further Promised and informed on Nov.
6/7, 1907 that this Masih will be Maseel e Mubarik Ahmed.
After writing this make sure you write in that book these following questions one by
one and then answer them in that book for the guidance of our next generations to
come.
Did Aanhazrat (sw) and Hazrat Naymatullah sahib (rah) prophesied (nauzobillah) that
this son will see fahashi and women dances with sohaba of Imam Mehdi (as) and then
he will give Friday Sermon on this Dajjali activities????? And he will also claim
against the Quran, Ahadith and Ilhamaat of Imam Mehdi (as). Was he supposed to
become disobedient of Imam Mehdi (as) and stop doing many things which were
started by his father (as)?????? Was this great son supposed to involve entire
Jamaat in political parties against very strict advice of Imam Mehdi (as)?????? Was
this son supposed to declare kafir and out of circle of Islam to all innocent kalimah
ghohMuslims who did not even have knowledge of appointment of Imam Mehdi (as)
by Allah Taala????? Was it also Prophesied (nauzobillah) that this great son will
believe and will instruct Jamaat of Imam Mehdi (as) in his speeches thatMushrikeen
Popes of Christians are khulfa of Hazrat Isa Nasri (as) and you should follow the way
they choose their khulfa (popes) to select your next khulfa????? These are very very
few facts presented here to save your time!Can this be a Promised Son???? What
happened to your wisdom and Noor-e-Baseerat you achieved from this Nizaam-eMehmoodiyyat??????

Now please do not say that I am blaming Mian Sahib wrongfully. I have presented
many times here that these are his own statements and actions.Please answer all
above simple questions.
Meri Jaan Akram Khalid sahib, you are following a very wrong person. The real son of
Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) and Aanhazrat (sw) is here and calling you. His Name is
Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar Sahib (as) as per Ilhaam of Imam Mehdi (as) see page 269 of
Tadkira. And then take time read all following with all links, as well:
____________________________________________________________
Muhtaram Akram Khalid Sb.,
So what Khalifa Awwal (r) said about Mian Sahib just before his death in his
own handwriting was 100% false or wrong. What Maulana Syed Mohammad Ahsan
Amrohi sahib (r) said and wrote in his three historical letters was also 100% wrong and
were false allegations, nauzobillah.
Do you know what Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) have said about these people. He said they
are like verses of Quran. And you are saying that they both blame Mian sahib
wrongfully and told lie to people. Inna Lillah Hay wa Inna alay Hay rajayoon !
You mentioned about Hazrat Naymat Ullah sahib (rah). I would invite you to read it
carefully and then watch Hazzor (as) khutbaat on this topic where he (as) proved that
this Qasida and prophecy was not about Syedna Imam Mehdi (as). It was about
Promised Muhammadi Isa (as). He mentioned that this Maseh will marry and have
children and after his claim he will live 45 years. Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) after his
claim in 1885 lived 23 years. There are many more points but I will invite you to watch
Hazoor"s (as) sermons from www.alghulam.com and ask your ulma to rebut these
facts presented by Hazoor (as).
You failed to prove the truth of Mian Sahib's claim from Ilhamaat-e-Mehdi (as) and
Quran-e-Kareem.
and also rebut my points in these links for now:
http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_104.pdf
http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_97.pdf
http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_103.pdf
Kindly, Use your wisdom and debate with dalail not with buildings, properties and
offsure Corporations and hidden bank accounts are being opened or made all over the
world for this "bala e damishk".
Wassalam,
Syed Maulood Ahmed

